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The Rendezvous Sports Team Program 

 

The Rendezvous Sports Team Program was initiated this year to create 
a mutually beneficial relationship between local Langley sports teams 
and the Rendezvous Pub & Liquor Store. As the spring /summer 
baseball season has wrapped up, we have had a chance to review and 
receive feedback from teams we have enrolled in the program. The 
comments we have received from the teams has been extremely 
positive, focusing on the savings, convenience and efficiency of the 
program. Each and every one of the ball teams we worked with this 
year is looking forward to renewing the relationship next season. 
 

Here is what we offer: 
In our Liquor Store teams are entitled to purchase beer at Government 
store prices, ice cold and prepared in a roll away cooler on ice at a 
mutually designated time and date. All it takes is a phone call and it will 
be awaiting payment and pickup. Bring back the empties and we will 
clean the cooler and credit the empties towards your next purchase. 
We supply the cooler , all we ask is you supply the picture so we may 
create a proper ID for the designated pickup person(and a backup just 
in case)Other beverages can be set up in the system but we need to 
predetermine what they would be.  

In our Pub teams are welcome to come back for beverages after the 
game! We will gladly provide your third round of beverages free of 



charge and offer a discount on our famous chicken wings! We request 
in order to represent yourselves as a team, at least seven of your team 
members attend. We will gladly assist in any fundraisers you would like 
us to host and should you require bottle draws, the Liquor Store would 
be glad to help you save on those prizes as well. 

 

For future information call Bill @ the Rendezvous @ 604-534-3455 
with any questions 

 


